
Compassion May Stop When Caring Begins

In order to keep the now years-old craze for an unimpeded flow of big-money-lucrative 
school reformations alive – well, a patent requirement would be the addition of good people to 
innovation-minded school boards.  Warm-hearted, benevolent citizens; people who, exactly like 
Ms. Carson?  

Cared about kids. 
Or at least repeatedly said that they did.  
Concerned citizens who (after accepting a personal serving of that innovation pie), much 

like Ms. Carson were willing to show just how deeply and honestly they cared for the true 
welfare of our nation’s complicatedly non-standardized low-income children.  

Keeping the well-funded demand for year upon year of a short-term and cyclically 
instigated innovation alive ever more increasingly depended upon finding a necessarily 
continued supply of poverty-detached, privileged-class, innovation-friendly citizens; finding 
them, recruiting them, and ultimately? 

Getting them on board your board.
And so, very carefully and very particularly, whenever you spoke about our national push 

for building a true educational answerability?  
Meticulously you always connected the idea of school reform to your profound concern 

for children.  And then, in as many forms of media as you could find to buy, you argued that the 
wrong type of school board member (that shockingly self-interested citizen, out there, who 
clearly didn’t give a good goddamn about children) – well, a particularly bad apple like this 
could, alone and independently:

Ruin school improvement.  	

Could, actually, illustrating an inexplicable selfishness?
Stop your vitally important shot at gaining yet another minimally regulated disbursement 

of that reform-attached bell-the-cat money.  Because – well, shoot; that was the point, really.  
You never stopped to consider anything else; you always went for the money.  Gosh, haven’t we 
already said this?  

It was money. 
As year after year of a nationally implemented educational accountability continued, 

through a strategic creation of the media-churned connection between gaining reform monies and 
a munificently egalitarian concern, ultimately you managed to associate the very act of school 
reform (no matter where, no matter when, no matter how it might be implemented) to the selfless 
actions of Superheroes.  Those most visibly concerned reformers out there, who so loudly 
proclaimed that their only goal?

Was to do what was right. 	

To stand for children. 
To put them first.  
These unprecedentedly caring leaders, or so you repeatedly and publicly maintained, 

were surely the true front-runners; the unmistakable champions; the exactly required kind of 
citizen who, through a vigorously unquestioned rubber-stamped support for the incessant 
instigation of punitive, test-score-based innovations?

Showed exactly how much they cared. 
About the kids.  



Definitely you never admitted, nor even allowed the tiniest bit of a hint at, the fact that – 
well, in truth?  As year after year of a low-income liability progressed, a retaliatory test-score 
reform was actually not so much about caring for students, as it was, so much more, about using 
them.  Those low-income, often culturally different and politically insignificant children.  

See, you had to have them.  
To get the money.  
That was the way a low-income test-score reform – worked.


